
Indoor magnetic bike with bluetooth connectivity

- Reinforced oval tube chassis.
- Black paint with anti-oxidation protection.
- 32-position magnetic brake system (magnets in

opposition) with emergency stop function.
- Flywheel 20 kg, aluminum.
- Auto marker generator.
- Illuminated and waterproof retro VC3 marker with

wireless pulse capture system (pulse transmitter belt not
included).

- Marker with indicators of Pulse, Speed, Average Speed,
RPM, Average RPM, Time, Calories, Distance, Watts and
brake level indicator (32 positions).

- Color Monitor Control: on the front of the marker is a light
that shows in different colors the watt strip in which you
are working which allows the room instructor to track the
work during the session.

- Bluetooth connection that allows you to send power data
(WATT) and RPM to your favorite interactive APPs such
as KINOMAP and ZWIFT. In addition, using a heart belt you
can send all the data to the APPs and see more details
about your training

- OPTIONAL: bluetooth marker with access to the SALTER
GroupCycling APP that allows interactive group cycling
classes with your trainer and display them on the TV

screen or projector.
- Handlebar and seat with aluminum rods with micro

adjustment both horizontal and vertical and position
indicators.

- 3-position multi-grip handlebar with double bottle holder.
- Crankshaft and flywheel shaft of 20 mm. in Cr-Mo steel

with heat hardening treatment. Bearings SKF 6004.
- Ultra resistant connecting rods.
- Dual function pedals with ultra-resistant Cr-Mo steel axles.
- Stainless steel screws.
- Hutchinson belt drive.
- High comfort seat special indoor cycling.
- Double back leg protector for stretching exercises.
- Front wheels for transport.
- Adjustable stabilizers.
- Maximum user weight: 130 Kg.
- Weight: 59 kg.
- Commercial use.

Due to constant innovation of our items, technical details of this item may slightly differ.
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MARKER WITH MULTICOLOR LIGHT 
WITCH ACCORDING TO WORKING 
WATTS AND BLUETOOTH 
CONNECTION

<75 76-125   126-175   176-225    >225 Watts


